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Lesson 16-The Concluding Words Of The  Of 

Source 1

Translation: This is the order of the Brachos of Shemona Esrei for Rosh Hashonah: Avos, Gevuros and
Kedushas Hashem. He should include the verses that represent G-d’s hegemony over the world within the
Bracha of Kedushas Hashem but not blow Shofar after reciting this Bracha. He then recites the Bracha
whose theme is the special sanctity of the day and blows Shofar; the Bracha that includes verses of
remembrance and blows Shofar and the Bracha that includes verses about the blowing of the Shofar and
blows Shofar. He then says the Brachos of Avoda, Hoda’A and Birkas Kohanim. That represents the
opinion of Rabbi Yochonon son of Nuri. Rabbi Akiva challenged Rabbi Nuri’s opinion: if he does not
blow the Shofar after reciting the verses which represent the theme of the hegemony of G-d, then why say
those verses? Instead he should recite the following: Avos, Gevuros and Kedushas Hashem. He should
include the verses that represent G-d’s hegemony over the world within the Bracha that portrays the special
sanctity of the day and then blow Shofar. He recites the Bracha that includes verses of remembrance and
blows Shofar and the Bracha that includes verses about blowing the Shofar and blows Shofar. He then
says the Brachos of Avoda, Hoda’A and Birkas Kohanim.

Source 2

Translation: We mention G-d’s compassionate act of providing rain in the Bracha of Tchiyas Ha’Meisim
and we pray for rain in the Bracha of Mivarech Ha’Shanim.  We perform Havdalah in the Bracha of
Chonain Ha’Da’As.  R. Akiva says: We should perform Havdalah by reciting an independent Bracha
before the Bracha of Chonain Ha’Da’As.  R. Eliezer says we should perform Havdalah in the Bracha of
Hoida’A.

Source 3

Translation: R. Elazar Ben Horkanous opened with the verse: Whoever utters references to G-d’s great
acts he is the one who will sound great praises of G-d.  Is there a human who can express all of the great
acts that G-d performs or to utter all of G-d’s praises? Even the ministering angels are only able to declare 
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some of G-d’s praises? So we express some of what has done in the past and some of what G-d will do in
the future in order to elevate G-d’s esteem among His creations in order to fulfill the words of the verse:
Generation to generation Your creations will utter Your praises.

Source 4
pp. 128-129

Translation: The concept of describing the great acts of G-d is found in Tanach and in the words of our
sages and from the Bracha of Gevuros is revealed how those who prayed viewed those great acts.  They say:
You are forever a hero, G-d: You resurrect the dead  . . . bring wind . . .feed all Your creations . . uplift the
trodden, etc.  Yet when we examine the name of the Bracha, we immediately note the difficulty of reconciling
its collective name with the theme of its concluding words: Tchiyas Ha’Meism, which is only one example of
the great acts of G-d, and particularly in light of what we discussed concerning the Bracha of Avos.  Based
on that difficulty many scholars have suggested that the initial ending of this Bracha was Ha’Kail
Ha’Gibor or Ba’Al Gevuros.  Still these possible endings are only based on speculation and do not appear
in any sources so it is not surprising that Finkelsetein thought that the Bracha ending Ha’Kail Ha’Gibor
had no basis, and so I thought as well,

Translation: since I did not find this wording when I studied various versions of our Tefilos.  But
accidentally, when I was reading the text: Charva D’Moshe (and not the first time) I found in that text
what I was looking for and which I will reveal in a moment.  More than that, as often occurs during the
course of research, I found several additional examples of such Brachos.  Now I have found ten examples of
such Brachos, each slightly different, and all Brachos of Gevuros, but none that conclude with the words
Techiyas Ha’Meisim.  In Chorba D’Moshe, page 5, line 18, after the vow of the angels we read: Baruch
Ata Hashem Adon Ha’Gevuros Chochom Ha’Razim.
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Source 5

Translation: The words: Ata Gibor L’Olam Hashem are based on the verse: (Isaiah 42,13) G-d as a
mighty warrior went out. One begins this Bracha by reciting words describing G-d’s power because all
the attributes of G-d that one mentions in this Bracha are based on G-d’s might as we will explain. We
mention that G-d resurrects the dead three times in this Bracha: the first time when we say: Michaya
Masim Ata; the second when we say Michaya Masim B’Rachamim Rabim and the third when we say the
Bracha: Michaya Masim. We mention this attribute three times because G-d resurrects the dead in three
ways: first, when we arise from our bed where we are considered like we are dead while we sleep as we
learned in Tehillim 31, 10: In G-d’s hands we leave our souls. And G-d brings forth clouds and provides
dew and rain in order that we can produce food and make a living and returns to us our souls that is why
these two concepts follow each other in the Bracha: Michaya Masim Ata Rav L’Hoshiya Mashiv
Ha’Ruach Oo’Morid Ha’Gashem which speaks of G-d resurrecting the dead body when man arises from
his bed. The second reference is connected to the production of rain as we learned in Masechet Taanit 7, 1,
Rabbi Abahu said: Greater is a day of rain than the day of the resurrection of the dead because when the
resurrection of the dead occurs it will only occur for the righteous as it is written: Daniel 13, 5: Many of
those sleeping in the earth will arise; some who will go on to live forever and others to be
shamed forever, while rain is beneficial to both righteous people and evil people. Third, we mention the
ultimate Resurrection of the Dead which will happen in the future which is what we refer to when
we recite the words: Michaya Masim in the Bracha. This is the key reference to Tichayat Ha’Maysim. This 
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is what is referred to in Masechet Baba Metziya; Chapter Ha’Sochair Et Ha’Poalim(87) Thereupon
Rabbi proclaimed a fast, and R. Hiyya and his sons were bidden to descend to the reading desk1. As R.
Hiyya exclaimed, ‘He caused the wind to blow’, a wind blew; he proceeded, ‘he caused the rain to descend’,
whereat the rain descended.  When he was about to say, ‘He resurrects the dead’ , the universe trembled.
The Rif wrote: it is not a problem that we mention the words: “resurrection of the dead” before we
recite Mashiv Haruach. He causes the wind to blow’, and the wind blows; ‘He causes the rain to fall’, and
rain falls are words that represent the request for wind and rain in the Bracha. The theme of the
Resurrection of the Dead which is the main thrust of the Bracha is not found until the end which contains
the main reference to the resurrection of the dead.

Source 6
Bernard Martin, Prayer in Judaism, pages-114-115: 

The second, known as Gevurot, speaks of the G-d who reveals himself in the works of
nature, particularly in the life of man and even beyond man's earthly existence, in death.
"You are mighty forever, Lord" is explained by the phrase "You revive the dead"; G-d's
power is eternal as is his concern for man, a concern which extends beyond the grave.
Israel Abrahams believes that originally this prayer may have described G-d's omnipotence
in more general terms, but when the Sadducees denied the doctrine of resurrection, the
Pharisees (perhaps during the reign of John Hycranus, 135-104 B.C.E.) introduced this
strong statement into the Amidah in order to emphasize it all the more.  The resurrection
became such a cardinal item of Pharisaic faith that the Mishna excludes from "the world to
come" anyone who affirms that "there is no resurrection of the dead" (Sanhedrin 10:I).

Source 7
Ismar Elbogen, Jewish Liturgy, page 26: 

One clear mark of identification is the stress on resurrection of the dead in Benediction 2;
though in the much simpler Palestinian version of the Amida it is not mentioned as
frequently as in the current version, there too the eulogy speaks of it, and one senses clearly
that the wording of the prayer gives particular stress to the theme. Such emphasis on one
of the articles of faith in the prayer cannot have come about unintentionally, for this
doctrine was one of the points in dispute between the Sadducees and the Pharisees, and the
victorious Pharisaic party demanded acknowledgment of its view in the worship.

Source 8

1. 1. In the synagogue of Talmudic times the reading-desk was on a lower level than the rest of the building. On fast days,
according to the Midrash Tanhuma on , three men led the congregation in prayer, instead of one, as usual.
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Translation: Rabbi Echa and Rabbi Yuda son of Pazi were sitting in synagogue. someone came forward
and went before the ark to lead the services and he omitted one Bracha. the congregants went and asked
Rabbi Simon whether the prayer leader must return and recite the omitted Bracha. Rabbi Simon answered
them in the name of Rabbi Yehoshua Ben Levi: if a prayer leader omits two or three Brachot, we do
not require the prayer leader to return and recite those Brachot.  We find a Baraita that contains a different
opinion: if a prayer leader omits a Bracha, we do not require him to return and recite it unless the Bracha
he omits is the Bracha of Michaya Hamaisim, Machniya Zaidim (V’la’malshinim) or Boneh
Yerushalayim because for omitting those Brachot we suspect that the prayer leader is a heretic. Shmuel
Ha’katan was once the prayer leader and omitted the Bracha of Machniya Zaidim (V’La’Malshinim).
after omitting the Bracha, Shmuel waited to see if the congregation would remove him as prayer leader. the
congregation then said to him: the sages do not suspect you of being a heretic.

Source 9

Translation: How is resurrection derived from the Torah? — As it is written, And ye shall give thereof the
Lord's heave offering to Aaron the priest.   But would Aaron live for ever; he did not even enter Palestine,
that terumah4 should be given him?5 But it teaches that he would be resurrected, and Israel give him
terumah. Thus resurrection is derived from the Torah.

Source 10

Translation: It has been taught: R. Simai said: Whence do we learn resurrection from the Torah? — From
the verse, And I also have established my covenant with them, [sc. the Patriarchs] to give them the land of
Canaan: ‘[to give] you’ is not said, but ‘to give them’ [personally]; thus resurrection is proved from the
Torah.
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